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Book review

G.H. Boerema, J. de Gruyter, M. E.Noordeloos & M. E.C. Hamers. Phoma identification

manual. Differentiation ofspecific and infra-specific taxa in culture. (CABI publish-

ing, Wallingford, e-mail: cabi@cabi.org; website http://www.cabi-publishing.org.

2004.) ISBN 0-85199-743-0. Pp. 470; 51 text-figs. In English. Price: £ 75.00.

Thorough studies have preceded the completion ofthis book, and that is clear from

the contents of it. A must for many laboratories dealing with the subject and foranyone

else interestedin the subject.

M.M. Nauta

This long awaited manualgives cultural descriptions of 223 specific and infra-specific

taxa ofPhoma (Coelomycetes). Fungi ofthis genus are common, but have always been

difficult to identify. But now this book will make identificationeasier. It provides line

drawings and keys for the identificationof common pathogenic and saprotrophic spe-

cies ofPhomain vitro, with references to additionaldiagnostic literature, representative

cultures and documentationofthe numerous synonyms (1,146 in total) formerly used in

the mycological and phytopathological literature. Part ofthe book has been published
before in the series ‘Contributions towards a monograph of Phoma’, also partly in

Persoonia. Most ofthe Phoma-species in this book are widespread in western Europe,

but they are often also recorded elsewhere in the world.

The book starts with an introductionof 7 pages, the nomenclatorofthe genusand its

sections of 3 pages, an overview of the generic characters of2 pages, an overview of

the methods used for identification(5 pages). A key to the sections based on characters

in vitro takes 2 pages, and notes on adjacent genera 6 pages. The rest of the book is

composed of the 9 sections which are distinguished in Phoma. Per section a descrip-

tion and notes are given, followedby a key to the species, a list of hosts of the species.

Per species the teleomorph and synonyms are given, together with a full description in

vitro. Notes on ecology and distributioncomplete the description.


